In this paper we study Binomial Models with random time steps. We explain, how calculating values for European and American Call and Put options is straightforward for the Random{Time Binomial Model. We present the conditions to ensure weak{convergence to the Black{Scholes setup and convergence of the values for European and American put options. Dierently to the CRR{model the convergence behaviour is extremely smooth in our model. By using extrapolation we therefore achieve order of convergence two. This way it is an ecient tool for pricing purposes in the Black{Scholes setup, since the CRR model and its extrapolations typically achieve order one. Moreover our model allows in a straightforward manner to construct approximations to jump{diusions. Rendleman and Bartter[79] independently presented the binomial model. This is a discrete reection of the continuous process since it merges into the continuous model in the limit. These models are an easy way to explain how continuous trade takes place and innitely many states are spanned. Besides these didactical advantages it turned out that binomial models can serve in an easy way to give approximations for option values where no closed form solution is available as for example for the American put option. Moreover they are an elegant alternative t o PDE{methods for pricing purposes.
Introduction
In a continuous setup, where stock evolution is modeled by geometric Brownian Motion Black and Scholes [73] derived a closed{form solution for the value of the European{style option. Later Harrison and Kreps[79] and Harrison and Pliska[81] developed the concept of equivalent martingale measure, which gave an elegant technique to express and solve pricing problems.
Corresponding to the original Black{Scholes framework Cox, Ross and Rubinstein[79] (henceforth CRR) and Rendleman and Bartter[79] independently presented the binomial model. This is a discrete reection of the continuous process since it merges into the continuous model in the limit. These models are an easy way to explain how continuous trade takes place and innitely many states are spanned. Besides these didactical advantages it turned out that binomial models can serve in an easy way to give approximations for option values where no closed form solution is available as for example for the American put option. Moreover they are an elegant alternative t o PDE{methods for pricing purposes.
The idea to approximate the Black{Scholes setup by a Binomial Model with random time{steps appears already in the works of F ollmer and Sondermann[86] and Sondermann[87] calculating risk{minimizing strategies for a two{sided compound jump{processes. Sondermann[87] suggested this as a way to approximate the process resulting from hedging only when the stock{process reaches certain prespecied discrete levels. It is only recently that Binomial Models with random time{steps came back into consideration. Dengler and Jarrow[96] used it as an incomplete markets approximation justing the use of Delta and Gamma for hedging by market participants. Recently Rogers and Stapelton[97] reconsidered the approach of hedging when crossing prespecied levels to price eciently barrier options. The idea is that incorporting a discrete barrier can be done easily by adjusting the corresponding probabilities. Valuation is simply a mixture of CRR{trees. Unfortunately the distribution on the number of jumps can only be approximated using the work of Petrov[95] . It is easy to see that the simple valuation approach w orks for any renewal process, yet being limited to time{homogeneous options. We will therefore immediatly suppose that a poisson{process is driving the jumps, which makes valuation much more accessible. Another major contribution is the extension to the valuation of American put options. In all these cases we achieve a very smooth convergence behaviour by choosing the S{spacing suitably, which we can signicantly improve through extrapolation in the lines of Leisen[96] . This makes it a very competitive valuation tool.
It is well known that the volatilities implicit in market prices exhibits a strong dependence of volatility on the strike price. According to market participants this is due to the inherent fear of sudden strong price changes (\crashes"). The assumption of continuous sample paths may also be criticized from empirical studies (see for example Jarrow and Rosenfeld[84] , Ball and Torous[85] and Jorion [88] ).
Already Merton[76] proposed a model in which he superimposed on the Black{ Scholes setup a compound jump process (\jump{diusions"). Whereas geometric Brownian motion describes the arrival of \normal" information, the jump{part models large (discontinuous) price changes due to the arrival of rare \information shocks".
A framework for the valuation using Binomial Models was given by Amin[93] using multinomial models with suitably chosen factors and probabilities. Weak convergence of the processes and using the results of Kushner and DiMasi[78] for the American put was proven. Mercurio and Runggaldier[93] relaxed the assumption of constant i n tensity b y assuming that the jump{part has time{dependent i n tensity. The value of European Options is now the multidimensional summation of innite series. Thus it is at least dicult to evaluate. Mulinacci[96] extended the study to american put options and proved convergence of the algorithm to the continuous solution.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we will briey review the properties of the Binomial Model and conditions for weak{convergence in the Skorohod{topology, a s w ell as the extension of Amin[93] . Section 3 presents the model and necessary and sucient conditions for weak{convergence to geometric Brownian Motion. Section 4 discusses the valuation of European and American Options. Section 5 discusses jump{diusions.
The Binomial Model
On a probability space (; F; P ) w e suppose the stock price process to be described by dS t = rS t dt + S t dW t (2.1) () S t = exp ft + W t g (2.2) where := r 2 2 and the interest rate r as well as the volatility are supposed to beconstant. (W t ) t is a standard Wiener{process on the probability space. It is more convenient to work on the logarithm: X t := ln S t (2.3) = t + W t (2.4) Now suppose we are given a renement n, a set T n = f0 = t n;0 < t n;1 : : : < t n;n = Tg of equidistant trading dates: t n;i+1 t n;i = t n := T n and a sequence ( n;i ) i=0;:::;n I R. Then dene the independent random variables: R n;i ( n;i + v n;i ; p n;i n;i v n;i ; 1 p n;i q n;i (2.5) The process S n t is called a Binomial Model with renement n. In the sequel we restrict ourselves to Binomial Models, where R n;1 ; : : : ; R n;n are identically distributed. Thus we assume that n;i = n , v n;i = v n and call (u n ; d n ; p n ) = (exp( n + v n ); exp( n v n ); p n ) its characteristics.
Please note that dierently to the common literature where the discrete process are dened only at dates t n;i 2 T n we dene it on the whole interval [0; T ] as a c adl ag process. This is for technical convenience. Yet, as long as we assume that trading takes place only at the discrete dates this makes no dierence.
We will further suppose that the space D of c adl ag processes is equipped with the Suppose that conditions (2.6) and (2.7) are fullled. Then:
Proof. For (2.8) we refer to Donsker's theorem (see corollary VII.3.11 in Jacod and Shiryaev[87] ) and for (2.9) we note that the function exp is continuous.
The martingale measure condition is E[expfR n;1 g] = expfrt n g. Similarly to the transfer from (2.2) to (2.4) it can be shown by applying the Itô { formula that condition (2.6) corresponds to this. We therefore require to hold with equality: E R n;i = t n . Easy calculations reveal immediatly: p n = t n n + v n 2v n (2.10)
It is easy to see that (2.7) requires: jv n j p t n n ! (2.11)
To fulll this property we set v n := p t n . The models proposed in the literature dier in the specication of n :
1. By assuming that jumps occur, markets are no longer complete. Thus there is no longer a unique equivalent martingale measure, describing the stock process, which precludes arbitrage. The choice of a martingale measure was performed implicitly in Merton[76] by assuming that jump{risk could be fully diversied and was therefore not priced ( = 0). Assuming that markets require an exogenously xed risk{ premium for bearing risk requires this to the above formula. Another approach w as suggested by F ollmer and Sondermann [86] who specied the measure endogenously by adopting those which minimizes the writers risk in some sense. Merton[76] N being a poisson{process with intensity , on a discrete interval t n the probability o f one jump equals t n . The probability o f more than one jump is small in comparison to this. Therefore Amin[93] assumed that between two dates exactly one jump occurs. Using a Binomial Model with grid v n;i := p t n , n;i = t n he superimposed the jump{process by assuming that jumps occur only into points of the grid. Amin[93] explains how to approximate U i suitably by U n;i on the grid{points. The return R n;i is now modeled by R n;i 8 > < > :
n;i + v n;i ; ( 1 t n ) p n;i n;i v n;i ; ( 1 t n )(1 p n;i ) U n;i ; t n (2.19)
Choosing its probability p n;i suitably, i.e. by setting it according to (2.10) with := r 2 2 E[U i ], Amin[93] presents weak{convergence results and convergence results for American Options.
In gure 2.1 we present calculations for the value of a European call option with the following selection S = 100; K = 90; T = 1; r = 0:05; = 0:3; = 0 : 1 of parameters and iterating renement n = 1 0 ; : : : ; 110. The left hand part corresponds to the Black{Scholes setup using the CRR Binomial Model. We observe very wavy patterns and that prices converging very erratically to the continuous time solution. Prices which overestimate are followed by others which underestimate. Moreover we need very high renements to achieve suciently high accuracy. For example to ensure \penny{accuracy" in the example of gure 2.1 we need at least a renement of n = 200.
On the right hand in gure 2.1 we present calculations using the model of Amin[93] as an approximation to a model allowing immediate ruin (U i = 1, = 0 : 1). This model inherits the poor convergence properties from the Binomial Model. Yet, this is not the only drawback. Superimposing jumps in Amin's way corresponds more to a numerical caluation scheme than to the original idea of the Binomial Model, which presented a didactically simple analogue to the continuous{time model and explained how continuous trading may take place and innitely many states may b e spanned.
Randomization of the Binomial Model
In this section we will extend the approach of the previous section by allowing random time steps between two trading dates. We explain, how to construct the process suitably, in order to ensure weak{convergence to the Black{Scholes setup. In the next section we will address the valuation task.
To be as general as possible, we suppose to be given a sequence of renewal processes N m = ( N m t ) t 0 . If we denote the i{th interarrival time by m;i this means that 1. ( m;i ) i are iid non{negative random variables 2. N m t = max fn j P n i=1 m;i tg In section 2 we approximated the process X between two trading dates t n;i ; t n;i+1 2 T n by iid random variables R n;i . Similarly here we will now approximate it by iid random variables R m;i between two interarrival times m;i ; m;i+1 , i.e. Under this assumption we h a v e set the drift n 0. This is concenvient, because the grid becomes stationary, i.e. the process will evolve in the grid x m ZZ, independent of any i.
This yields the approximation:
We will moreover assume that N m is independent of (R m;i ) i . Then we have the following Allowing the Binomial Model to jump at Random Times the market becomes incomplete. Whereas in the original Binomial Model framework of the previous section there was a unique equivalent martingale measure, represented by p m;i , here we are loosing this property. Instead we have a whole set of equivalent martingale measures, all compatible with the assumption of absence of arbitrage opportunities. We can index the possible martingale measures by the choice of the jump{intensity m . For valuation purposes we need to choose one measure among all these measures. Dierent approaches from utility to risk{minimization have been studied. Yet, according to theorem 3.2 in the limit this problem cancels out. The easiest way to meet the conditions of this theorem is according to Lemma 3.1 obtained by setting m = x m 2 (3.8) which we will adopt in the sequel. We will describe the probability measure by Q m and its expectation by E m .
Under this choice we deduce from ( Dengler and Jarrow[96] to explain, why market participants use Delta and Gamma for Hedging purposes. In this context they derived Lemma 3.1 using the Brownian scaling relation.
Valuation
In the previous section we introduced the Random{Time Binomial Model and motivated our choice of the intensity m .
In this section we will present a valuation algorithm, which resolves the further randomness in an easy and straightforward manner for European and American call and put options and we will give convergence results.
A P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q 1 1 1 1 1 1 P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q P P P P P P q This allows for a calculation of the mean and variance of 1 . Rogers and Stapelton[96] now calculate the probabilities through the application of a Limit theorem in Petrov[95] . This procedure is quite complicated and does in our eyes not add a survalue. Therefore we restrict ourselves to a jump{process in the sequel and prefer a suitable choice of x m .
Of course in a rst step we need simplify the innite series in (4.5) to a nite one. Therefore it is not necessary to calculate the innite series in (4.5) and we will subsequently use the approximation: 4.3. typical pattern resulting from european put option price calculations using the randomized model and its extrapolation with the following selection of parameters: S = 100; K = 110; T = 1; r = 0 : 05; = 0 : 3 ; n = 1 0 ; : : : ; 700 money Option, whereas gure 4.4 presents calculations for in{the{money Option. Left hand we display the values according to the renement which shows us the convergence behaviour. As we are interested in the convergence, we make use of the fact that we know the true (continuous time) price from the Black{Scholes formulae. Thus the right hand part contains the absolute dierence. We have chosen a log{ log{scale in the error pricture for the following reason: On this scale the function log n = log log n becomes a straight line with slope . Such an upper{bounding function gives us the order of convergence . We observe in the gures that due to our judicious choice of the renement n the CRR model shows a much smoother structure than in the gures in section 2. Yet convergence is not completely monotonical, since there is under{ and overestimation remaining (left hand gure). In contrast to this, the Random{Time Binomial Model exhibits an extremely smooth structure. Moreover it has slightly lower initial error than the CRR Model.
According to Leisen[96] the smooth convergence structure of the randomized model allows us to make use of extrapolation. To apply this properly we need to know the order of convergence. We see that the error is bounded by the line 1=x for the CRR as well as the Random{Time Binomial Model. Thus we deduce that both models converge with order one. It was proven by Leisen and Reimer[96] Proof. We h a v e according to theorem 2 in Leisen and Reimer[96] : We applied it to the CRR model, too. Extrapolated prices in the CRR Model behave much more like those in the original CRR Model. The wavy patterns seem to be even enforced. Although there are very accurate results we are forced to rely on the upper error bound, which is not better than in the original CRR Model.
Dierently, extrapolating the Random{Time Binomial Model yields very impressive results. We have very small initial errors which give us almost immediatly \penny{accuarcy". Moreover extrapolated prices seem to converge with the higher order of two. We would like to remark that this result is in line with those of Leisen[96] who predicts this for models with suciently smooth convergence structure.
Next we come to American Options. Unfortunately it is not straightforward to generalize equation (4.5) to American Options, since discounting will typically introduce path{dependency. Thus valuation of American Options is slightly more dicult. Proof. Lamberton and Pag es[90] by c hecking condition (H) using the sucient conditions of Mulinacci and Pratelli[96] . Thus we can calculate continuous{time prices via the above algorithm.
In gures 4.5 and 4.6 we present American Put Option Price calculations. True values are calculated using the CRR Binomial Model with a renement o f n = 50000. Through extrapolation the complication resulting from randomization is more than oset. Although randomization complicates valuation we observe that through extrapolation it gives a very competitive pricing tool.
Approximating Jump{Diffusions
In the approach of Amin the jump{process was simply put on top of the Binomial Model. Thus it inherited its poor convergence properties from this. Moreover though the model of Amin[96] is computationally correct, it does not match the original idea of jump{diusions of a rare event at random time.
Using the randomized Binomial Model it is straightforward to add the jump{part: The sum of two jump{processes is simply a jump{process whose intensity is the sum of the two parts. The tools developed in section 4 carry immediatly over to this case. They can bevery simple and competitive for valuation purposes.
Suppose we are in the jump{diusion framework presented at the end of section 2 and suppose we are given a sequence (N m ; R m ) m , independent from N and converging weakly to the following process: This approximation is very easy to perform. We believe also that due to the fact that it is straightforward, it represents much better the didactical advantages of the original CRR Binomial Model. We have the following:
Theorem 5.1: 
The put Payo{function is continuous and bounded. This and the above theorem immediatly gives us:
Proposition 5 For the problem of approximating a jump{diusion allowing immediate ruin in the stock, we presented in section 2 the formula of Merton[76] (equation (2.18) ). According to this formula the value for a European Call Option can be calculated via the Black{Scholes formula with adjusted interested rate r+. The argumentation of Merton[73] tells us that in the original Black{Scholes framework the right to exercise an American Call Option is worthless, i.e. both prices coincide. Adjusting it to this case we deduce that in the framework of Merton[76] , where there is a probability of immediate ruin, the problem of pricing European and American Call Options is exactly equal to those in the Black{Scholes framework. Since we discussed this detailed in section 4 and explained its superiour performance we will now restrict ourselves to American Put Options.
Figures 5.1 and 5.1 are organised as gures 4.5 and 4.6: Figure 5 .1 contains out{of{the{money options, whereas 5.2 contains in{the{money options. Left{hand gures contain the values; right{hand gures the error to the true value. The true value is calculated using the Amin model with renement n = 50000.
We observe in the gures that in contrast to the Amin model, the Random{ Time Binomial Model exhibits an extremely smooth structure. Moreover the upper bounding error line has slightly lower initial error. Extrapolated prices in the Amin Model behave m uch more like those in the original CRR Model. The wavy patterns seem to beeven enforced. Although there are some accurate results we are forced to rely on the upper error bound, which is not better than in the original CRR Model. Dierently, extrapolating the Random{Time Binomial Model yields very small initial errors which give us almost immediatly \penny{accuracy". Moreover extrapolated prices seem to converge with the higher order of two. Thus the remarkable convergence properties of the Random{Time Binomial Model carry over to the approximation of jump{diusions.
Conclusion
In this paper we studied a Binomial Model with Random Time steps. We showed how price approximations for European and American Put and Call Options can be calculated easily in the Black{Scholes setup. We prove convergence to the continuous{time solution. For European Put Options we proved order{of{convergence one. Extrapolation improved the results impressively. Thus this Model can serve as an ecient tool in the Black{Scholes setup. A second important contribution is that the Random{Time Binomial Model gives intuitive and straightforward approximations to jump{diusions.
